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Exhibition Space Rental Opportunities for 2017
Dear Friend of the NACC,
Thank you for expressing interest in renting one of our Galleries for an exhibition. The NACC is pleased to offer
our spaces for solo and group exhibitions at affordable rates for artists seeking to display their works in Niagara Falls.
This letter will provide you the necessary rental information and guidelines for submitting a proposal for an exhibition.
The Main Gallery on the 1st floor is a 3600 square foot, brightly lit space that is handicap accessible. This space,
listed as one of the largest uninterrupted gallery spaces in Western New York, offers an open floor plan and movable
walls. Artists are invited to arrange the gallery to best complement their exhibit. The Gallery’s location and size,
combined with the capabilities for customizable arrangement of the space allow for uniquely tailored exhibitions in a
desirable, well-trafficked, and secure location. Rental of this space is $500 per Exhibition (approx. 4 Weeks). Please note
that the NACC sponsors approximately six open call exhibitions per year & some dates will not be available for this
space.
The Garden Gallery is on the 2nd floor, across from our Theatre. The space features glass doors and windows
overlooking our grand staircase and front lawn provide natural light in the space. Marble floors and greeneries within the
space provide an elegant, refined but airy atmosphere in the space, perfect for intimate solo exhibits or small group
exhibitions. Rental of this space is $150 per Exhibition (approx. 4 Weeks).
Our professional curatorial staff will hang your show for an additional $200-$300 (depending on number of
pieces & weight of pieces) for the Main Gallery and $100 for the Garden Gallery.
In order to rent one of our Galleries, interested Artists must submit a written proposal for their exhibit, including
their portfolio, resume, and supplemental references or reviews of their art. In order to be considered for 2017, artists must
submit their proposals by September 1st, 2016. This proposal may be submitted via email to Rachel@thenacc.org or via
mail to our office, c/o Rental Director, 1201 Pine Ave, Niagara Falls, New York 14301.
Upon acceptance of a proposal, Artists will be contacted to arrange a meeting with our rental director to go over
our rental contract for the Gallery. Please note that most of our rental periods for the space are predetermined based on our
annual schedule, we will do the best to accommodate you in terms of specific dates and times for the opening and closing
of the exhibition.
Thank you for your consideration,

Rachel Macklin Olszewski
NACC Director of Programs & Rentals
Art to be arranged and displayed by NACC Staff must be delivered two weeks in advance to the opening. The Artist must approve of the display one week
prior to the opening. Organizing the opening of your exhibit, marketing, catering, tools for hanging and other promotions are the responsibility of the artist,
the NACC will feature promotions on our website, social media, and radio show. Both spaces are handicap accessible. Up to 4 Tables and 20 Chairs may be
provided at no additional cost for the opening of the exhibition.
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